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IBC SOLAR participates at Genera Solar 2020 

The system provider strengthens its presence in Spain by participating in the international 
energy and environment fair, Genera Solar 2020 

 

Bad Staffelstein / Barcelona, January 30, 2020 – IBC SOLAR, a global leader in 

photovoltaic (PV) systems and energy storage will present its products, technologies 

and solutions, at the Genera Solar - hall 10 stand 10E12 - from February 5th to 7th at 

IFEMA, Madrid. IBC SOLAR will be attending the largest Spanish energy and 

environment fair for the fifth time which shows its consolidated presence in the Spanish 

market.  

 

At this year’s Genera fair in Madrid, IBC SOLAR introduces its Spanish PV Manager, the most 

comprehensive planning tool on the market and focuses on smart mounting systems. In 

addition, the company will present comprehensive innovations of their flat roof mounting system 

IBC AeroFix and the pitched roof system IBC TopFix 200. Further innovations of the newest IBC 

SOLAR modules and inverters can also be experienced at the stand.  

 

The creation of Genera Solar highlights a promising moment for solar energy in Spain. “In 

Spain, optimal conditions exist for renewable energies and solar can continue to expand. 

Genera 2020 is a unique platform to focus on trends that will define the future as well as to 

share knowledge and value propositions”, says Alberto Moreta, Sales Director Iberica, IBC 

SOLAR. “Our work contributes to the future of the solar industry in Spain and together with our 

trusted partners, we have achieved extremely good results for several years. Today we are 

taking another step towards consolidating our role in this scenario, in which the development of 

photovoltaic self-consumption is a central element”. 

 

IBC SOLAR's participation at Genera Solar 2020 opens the company more opportunities in the 

Spanish market. “Taking advantage of the fact that Spain is experiencing a boom in photovoltaic 

energy, ranking second after Germany, we hope to grow together with our consolidated network 

of customers and partners, with whom we feel absolutely committed”, said Moreta.  

 

The company’s presence in the Spanish market goes back more than a decade. This year, IBC 

SOLAR’s activity in the Spanish region is growing stronger. The company aims to further 

strengthen its ties with clients and partners, and to achieve this IBC SOLAR has opened a new 

sales office in Madrid. 
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About IBC SOLAR 

IBC SOLAR is a leading global provider of photovoltaic and energy storage solutions and services. The 

company offers complete systems and covers the entire product range from planning to the turnkey 

handover of photovoltaic systems. The product range comprises solar parks, self-consumption systems for 

commercial enterprises and private households, off-grid photovoltaic systems and diesel hybrid solutions. 

As a project developer and general contractor, IBC SOLAR implements and markets major solar projects 

worldwide. The manufacturer-independent system house guarantees the highest quality for all projects 

and has currently implemented photovoltaic systems with an output of 4,2 gigawatts worldwide. IBC 

SOLAR works with a close network of Premium Partners and supports them with their own software tools 

for planning and designing grid-connected systems including storage systems. IBC SOLAR offers 

customised packages for energy providers, municipal utilities and providers of photovoltaic solutions. The 

company ensure the best possible output of solar parks through technical management and monitoring. 

 

IBC SOLAR was founded by Udo Möhrstedt in Bad Staffelstein in 1982 who has managed the company as 

the Chairman of the Executive Board to date. The system house is a pioneer of the energy turnaround in 

Germany and is especially committed to energy cooperatives with its own planned public solar parks. The 

company is active internationally with numerous regional companies, sales offices and partner companies 

in more than 30 countries. 
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